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Figure 1: (a) Unstructured mesh particle in cell simulation steps, (b) PetraM radio frequency simulation field and mesh, (c)
XGCm unstructured mesh near the X-point, and (d) GITRm particle track in PISCES mesh.

ABSTRACT
Multiple unstructured mesh technologies are needed to define and
execute plasma physics simulations. The domains of interest com-
bine model features defined from physical fields within 3D CAD of
the tokamak vessel with an antenna assembly, and 2D cross sections
of the tokamak vessel. Mesh generation technologies must satisfy
these geometric constraints and additional constraints imposed by
the numerical models. Likewise, fusion simulations over these do-
mains study a range of timescales and physical phenomena within
a tokamak. XGCm studies the development of plasma turbulence in
the reactor vessel, GITRm studies impurity transport, and PetraM
simulations model RF wave propagation in scrape off layer plasmas.
GITRm and XGCm developments are using the PUMIpic infras-
tructure to manage the storage and access of non-uniform particle
distributions in unstructured meshes on GPUs. PetraM combines
PUMI adaptive unstructured mesh control with MFEM using CAD
models and meshes defined with Simmetrix tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Unstructured mesh fusion simulations require technologies for geo-
metric model creation, mesh generation, adaptation, and particle-
mesh interactions. A PetraM [10] radio frequency wave simulation
begins with creation of a geometric model from a combination
of complex CAD and physical field data. The resulting geometric
model is automatically meshed given user provided geometry-based
mesh controls. The mesh, model, and analysis attributes are then
fed into an adaptive finite element analysis. XGCm tokamak plasma
turbulence simulations [6, 8] require use of field following meshes
of poloidal planes along with particle-in-cell (PIC) methods. The
PIC method is dependent on a particle data structure that efficiently
stores particles in groups by their boundingmesh element. Likewise,
GITRm, a 3D implementation of GITR [15], impurity transport sim-
ulations use the same particle data structure with different particle
distribution characteristics and mesh interactions.
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Section 2 discusses PetraM simulation definition and execution.
Section 3 describes the mesh and particle data structures used to
support XGCm and GITRm. These applications are respectively
discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 summarizes the work and
describes on-going efforts.

2 ADAPTIVE RF WAVE SIMULATION
Executing a PetraM simulation requires first obtaining and clean-
ing up the ‘as-built’ CAD model of the antenna. The left image in
Figure 1b shows the mesh on the simplified CAD. Simplification is
performed with the Simmetrix SimModeler GUI [11] by selecting
geometric model entities and specifying the modifiction approach
post entity removal. For example, the healing modifier will geo-
metrically and topologically close the hole left in a surface after
removal of a bolt that penetrates through it. After simplification
the CAD model is unioned in SimModeler with the CAD of the
reactor vessel, and a discrete surface from the EFIT software [1]
that defines the interface between the core plasma and the vessel.
Next, attributes are applied to the model [9] to control automated
mesh generation procedures [14]. Likewise, analysis attributes are
applied on the model to specify the boundary/initial conditions
and material properties. The resulting attributed model, mesh, and
input control parameters are passed to an MFEM [7] finite element
analysis. During the analysis error estimators based on the electric
field are computed to determine if PUMI [5] local mesh adaptation
is required to maintain a specified level of error.

3 INFRASTRUCTURE FOR UNSTRUCTURED
MESH PIC

Unstructured mesh PIC simulations execute the series of operations
depicted in Figure 1a. The field to particle operation transforms
information at mesh vertices to particles in topologically adjacent
elements. Based on the updated particle information, new positions
for each particle are computed, independently, and the new mesh
element that the particle exists in is located; these two steps are
referred to as ‘particle push’. With the new parent determined,
mesh fields are updated via a particle to mesh operation. The last
operation in the series is the solution of a PDE on the mesh using
the finite element method.

The computationally dominant operation for an unstructured
mesh PIC application with significantly more particles than mesh
entities is the particle push. Critical to the push is efficiently access-
ing mesh field data for each particle within an element. Towards
this, the PUMIPic [13] unstructured mesh PIC infrastructure pro-
vides a data structure for grouping particles by their parent mesh
element and tuning the memory layout for optimal access patterns
on CPU vector units and data parallel GPUs. Mesh field control,
topological adjacency queries, and geometric model association
queries are provided by Omega_h [3, 4]. All these mesh operations,
and size field based mesh adaptation, are implemented to execute
on CPUs or GPUs via Kokkos [2].

4 XGCM PLASMA PIC
Definition of an XGCm simulation begins with a customized version
of the SimModeler GUI that generates field following 2D triangular
meshes from EFIT data. Figure 1c depicts the X point near the

diverter and multiple flux faces whose width is spanned by exactly
one mesh element to satisfy numerical method requirements.

Given a field following mesh, XGCm executes the series of four
operations depicted in Figure 1a. XGCm is a C++ version of XGC
whole device gyrokinetic PIC being designed to execute on many-
core CPUs or GPUs with a distributed mesh using PUMIPic. Initial
δ f simulations have been executed on the NERSC Cori system
on up to 1024 processes with 127 thousand mesh elements, eight
poloidal planes, and 300 million particles. These tests show that the
XGCm particle push operation is 25% faster than XGC.

5 GITRM IMPURITY TRANSPORT PIC
GITRm impurity transport simulations for tokamak reactors utilizes
a revolved extrusion of 2D mesh similar to those used for XGCm.
Of the series of PIC operations depicted in Figure 1a, only the field
to particle and particle push operations are required in the current
simulations as the spatial density of impurities is low enough to
model their motion without exchanging information through the
mesh.

Initial tests are reporting particle wall collisions that, with the
current level of implemented physics, match the reference imple-
mentation using structured grids running on GPUs. Figure 1d de-
picts the PISCES model and the track of a single particle as it is
pushed until it collides with the wall.

6 CLOSING REMARKS AND FUTUREWORK
Key software to support parallel unstructured mesh fusion simula-
tions have been developed to support new and existing applications.
Challenges in mesh generation and geometric model creation have
been addressed by functionality developed with Simmetrix. Meshes
and models from these tools drive simulations for RF wave proga-
gation using MFEM high order finite elements, plasma turbulence
in XGCm PIC, and impruity transport in GITRm PIC. Critical for
the PIC codes was the development of methods that efficiently
associated particles with mesh elements and their execution on
GPUs.

Ongoing efforts for PetraM are extending the python-based in-
terface to call C++ PUMI cuved mesh adaptation routines. When
completed, the integration will provide a high-order, in-memory,
adaptive capability for executing parallel PetraM RF simulations.
XGCm efforts are focused on tuning of operations executed on CPUs
while PUMIPic GPU support is matured. Particle data structure de-
velopments are being coordinated with the COPA Cabana [12] and
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory teams. Work on GITRm is
focused on implementating particle recombination and ionization
with support from developers at the University of Tennessee and
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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